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In this Product Ready Profile activity, we want to 
bring AGL closer to Product from the perspective 
of OEM or supplier.

It’s necessary to collect function candidates which 
each OEM or supplier expects for AGL, or which 
aren’t enough compared to product.

And it’s desirable to make concrete requirements 
(function) specifications.

So we think in this activity we'll collect function 
requirements, summarize as a specification 
document and develop them in Product Ready.
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Toyota idea

feature list(SPEC-3519)
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IVI-PR workflow

Feature list

Feature list

Feature list

Wish List

1. AAA

2. BBB

3. CCC

Spec.

AAA

Spec.

BBB

Developer,OEM

Contribution Proposal

or

Development Proposal

Product Readiness development

Trial, 1st, 2nd,....

Developer,OEM
now

About functions each wants to target for 

production and fill in the feature list, we would 

like you to make the required specifications for 

the items. Reffer to the spec(※).

Our requirements

Based on the Spec,

※https://confluence.automotivelinux.org/display/

IVIPR/ProductReady_Spec_Ver.0.10Draft
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IVI-PR milestone

Wish list

PR Spec.

v0.1

Spec.

1st Release

Software

Trial

Software

AGL

Spec.v1.0+α

＋

PR Spec.

v1.0

AGL

Spec.v1.0+α

＋

updating updating

PR Spec.

vx.x

AGL

Spec.v1.0+α

＋

Xth Release

Software

Discussion

‘20/9 ‘21/3



• How is the score result used?

⇒We think it’s better to do the following.

1. Collect the results

2. Share the high-priority functions from the perspective of Product 
Ready

3. Make specification of the functions

4. Contribute or develop the functions by developer or OEM.

• Should we give 0 points if we think that the current AGL component 
is better, and give a score if we want to replace it?

⇒Toyota wants you to have points added to the functions that seem to 
need improvement from the perspective of Product Ready, and in 
addition to create the requirement specifications.

• How do we write a feature list that we are not interested in 
codedrop or developing in OSS, but are interested in?
Should I write a comment with 0 points?

⇒Please have them scored if it’s needed as Product Ready, and if you 
have any concerns or issues, please comment as appropriate.
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QA for the feature list


